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How this curriculum came to be
 Men’s Resource Center started (MRC) as a non-profit in the

early 70’s in Portland, OR. It was a pro-feminist men’s
center that focused on issues such as non-sexist parenting,
sexism in schools, homophobia, and rape prevention
 It offered it’s first group for abusive men in 1982, one of the
first in the state to do so.
 Groups originally were a combination of CBT/anger
management (e.g., self-talk, interpersonal skills) informed
by feminist thinking
 In the late 80’s or 1990, aspects of the Duluth curriculum
were integrated after Ellen Pence did a training for the staff
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How this curriculum came to be
 MRC was the largest provider in the state until the late

90’s, at it’s largest offering over 3 dozen groups a week
for abusive men at 4 different locations in the Portland
area
 It also provided services for female victims and
perpetrators through its sister organization Women’s
(Agenda) Counseling Center
 There were regular staff meetings which focused
heavily on the men’s groups
 As a result of these discussions the curriculum was
continually being refined and expanded
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How this curriculum came to be
 Some of the additional influences included:
 Paul Kivel Men’s Work
 Patricia Evans The Verbally Abusive Relationship
 Terrence Real I Don’t Want To Talk About It
 Substance abuse field (e.g., self-care, relapse)
 The agency more/less ended in the spring of 2011
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How this curriculum came to be
 I joined MRC in the spring of 1992 and then left in 2004 to

start Allies in Change Counseling Center (which later
became the 401c3 non-profit Allies in Change)
 The MRC curriculum migrated with me, but also
underwent some additional changes and refinement,
including a new “skeleton”—the Allies model (to be
presented shortly)
 Some additional influences on the Allies curriculum:

 John Gottman (e.g., contempt, repair attempts)
 Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT) (e.g., self-awareness,

treatment interfering behaviors, wise mind, radical
acceptance)
 Forensic concepts (e.g., negative peer associations,
monitoring of risk factors)
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How this curriculum came to be
 I/we have also come up with a number of distinct

curriculum items including:
 Radiating intensity
 External vs. internal focus
 An underlying presumption of hostility rooted in

traditional masculinity
 Assuming a collaborative relationship—seeing her as an
ally
 Primary accountability
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How this curriculum came to be
 The point is that this curriculum has been “cooking”







for over 30 years
I have been actively working on and refining it over the
past 24 years
It has been developed and refined with the assistance
of dozens of different staff members and used with
thousands of abusive men
It is quite refined and polished at this time. As a
result, the changes these days tend to be small and
primarily additions.
Parts of this curriculum are sure to be familiar to you
while other parts are sure to be new to you
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Male socialization
 Violence is overwhelmingly the domain of males, with

males perpetrating the vast majority of virtually every
kind of violence
 The only exceptions are child and elder abuse, although
once the presence of males is controlled for, they still
edge out females
 Males are also the primary victims of every type of
violence except for the two that typically require victims
of the opposite sex—sexual assault and domestic
violence
 We believe this gendered aspect of violence has to be
addressed and is rooted not in biology, but socialization
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Masculinity is a social construct

Traditional masculine qualities
 We do the “Act Like a Man” box in our groups and










common qualities identified include . . .
“Don’t cry” (most emotions are unacceptable)
Stoicism
Independent
In control
Leader
Strong/tough
Non self-disclosive
Guarded/mistrustful
Problem solver

Traditional masculine qualities
 A key theme implicit in this constellation of qualities






is to guard/protect oneself from danger/threats . . .
Having emotions and expressing emotions each reveal
vulnerabilities that others can take advantage of
If you aren’t strong/appear strong then others will take
advantage of you
Revealing personal information reveals vulnerabilities,
so don’t talk too much on a personal level
Depending upon others makes you more vulnerable to
exploitation

Traditional masculine qualities
 Related to this, another key theme that I have

identified that is common in masculinity is
disconnection—from self, others, and relationships
 This becomes the basis for the Allies model of
intervention with abusive individuals

Traditional feminine qualities











Emotional
Dependent (or, less pejoratively, inter-dependent)
Self-expressive
Compassionate
Relational
Self-disclosive
Trusting
Communicative
Nurturing
Many of these qualities are emphasized, taught, and
encouraged within our curriculum

Non-abusive individuals
 While all of us are exposed to these gender roles and

traditional messages a couple factors keep many of us from
becoming abusers
 Many individuals embrace feminine qualities as well as (or
instead of) masculine qualities
 Those feminine qualities (e.g., being emotional expressive,
compassionate, relational) deter patterns of abuse
 Even among individuals who primarily embrace masculine
qualities, they don’t take the messages to such an
extreme—there is still some connection with self, other,
and the partner as well as not allowing themselves to
become abusive and controlling

Allies in Change model of
Abuse Intervention
 We believe that the primary cause of abusive behavior

originates in individuals (regardless of gender) who
embrace traditional masculine qualities while rejecting
traditional feminine qualities
 This doesn’t mean that they necessarily appear/behave in
hyper-masculine manner in front of others, simply that
they internally embrace more strongly than other people
one or more of these values:
 An assumption that their partner, like the rest of the world, is

unsafe and not to be trusted
 Being detached from themselves and instead being more
externally focused
 Not being particularly relational

Allies in Change model of
Abuse Intervention
 Disconnect from oneself
 Disregard others
 Distrust intimate relationships

 Each of the above is a distinct cause of partner abuse

Disconnecting from oneself
 Disconnection from self means . . .

 Not being emotionally aware
 Not being physically aware (e.g., fatigue, hunger, pain)
 Not being aware of other needs (e.g., solitude,

recreation)
 Because he is not very self-aware, when he is feeling
distressed he doesn’t notice and/or doesn’t know how to
manage it
 He does a poor job of self-soothing, having selfcompassion, or practicing healthy self-care

Disconnecting from oneself
 This disconnection from self leads to increased

internal distress that eventually leads to the individual
acting out/externalizing his distress, often in abusive,
intimidating and blaming ways to those closest to him
 He expects others, particularly his partner, to soothe
him/manage him, because he can’t/won’t himself
 This is where radiating intensity can occur

Radiating Intensity
 “Radiating intensity” describes a state of emotional

distress in which the man is not acting overtly abusive,
however he is quietly distressed/unhappy
 There is often subtle blaming of the family for his distress
 Alternatively, it may be conveyed that they need to be
wary and to not “set him off”
 That distress is conveyed by subtle behavioral cues that
result in his family being anxious and on edge around him

Radiating Intensity
 This is different than simply being grumpy or being in

a bad mood
 In its benign form others typically don’t feel
particularly anxious and aren’t concerned about the
person “losing it”
 Radiating intensity is quite toxic and wearing on other
family members. It’s akin to an odorless, colorless
toxic gas that gradually poisons those exposed to it.

Disconnecting from oneself
 What drives his abuse is his level of distress

(independent of any controlling behaviors). His
family learns to monitor this to determine whether he
is going to be abusive
 The more distressed he is, the more they suffer from
his bad behavior
 The less distressed he is, the less they suffer
 Family often try to do what they can to pacify him so
they suffer less of his abuse, but inevitably it’s not
good enough since he is the one not adequately caring
for himself

Disconnecting from others
 A lack of self-awareness makes it difficult to be aware

of others
 Compassion is more difficult since if he’s not able to
feel/understand his own feelings, how can he
understand the feelings of anyone else?

Disconnecting from others
 There tends to be a low level of narcissism that results

 Terrence Real causes this “grandiosity” in his books.







We call it egotism.
There is less awareness of the wants/needs of others
Privilege in its many forms (including, but not limited
to, male privilege) further contributes to this
As a result he can be neglectful and dismissive of
others, particularly when they have different
wants/needs/ perspectives than he does
We call this relational neglect

Relational neglect
 Relational neglect includes things like:
 not acknowledging a partner
 not thinking about them, particularly how they are
different from the other
 not considering their input or preferences
 The abusive partner presumes everyone sees the world
through their eyes, that their perspective is the only one,
that their concerns and needs are the only ones that are
important

Relational neglect
 It may involve very little overt abuse, but it is still quite







toxic and corrosive to relationships
It isn’t about doing things to a partner, it’s about NOT
doing things with a partner, specifically the things that
help keep a relationship healthy and loving
Just as child neglect can be as damaging as child abuse,
so can relational neglect
When it is on-going family members typically
experience this as feeling invisible, voiceless,
unimportant, irrelevant
They may not be in fear/on eggshells, but they can still
be suffering significantly

Relational neglect
 One common form of neglect, rampant in abusive






relationships, is the non-acknowledgement of the bad
behavior
Accountable acknowledgement can significantly mitigate
the damage of the abuse
Typically abusive partners don’t do this, instead they deny
the abuse, rationalize, minimize, justify, ignore, or blame
the other
This non-acknowledgement significantly aggravates the
impact of the abuse, akin to scraping a knee but not
attending to it, which increases the likelihood of infection
and complications
For many abused partners, the non-acknowledgement of
the abusive behavior is as painful or more painful than the
abuse itself

Disconnecting from relationship
 This is the aspect that most lines up with the






traditional power and control conceptualization of DV
Implicit in relationships is that they are collaborative
Traditional masculinity encourages distrust of
relationships
There is a quickness to take offense, to presume the
other is trying to take advantage, to view the
relationship through a lens of combat and power
struggles
Defensiveness is common

Disconnecting from relationship
 This is described well by Patricia Evans in her books as

“Power Over”
 This naturally leads to feeling a need/justified to be
abusive and controlling with the other, since it is
presumed the other is trying to do the same thing
 Only by being abusive and controlling will the other
comply

Allies in Change model of
Abuse Intervention
 Disconnect from oneself
 Disregard others
 Distrust intimate relationships

 Allies in Change abuse intervention groups intervene

by encouraging him to:
 Connect with himself
 Regard others
 Trust intimate relationships

Connect with himself
 He needs to become more aware of:
 his emotions, particularly the non-angry ones
 his body and physical states
 his thinking patterns and whether they are
helpful/accurate (e.g., his self-talk)
 his basic needs (e.g., hunger, fatigue, physical
discomfort)
 other needs (e.g., recreation, solitude, social)

External vs. internal focus
 A KEY concept is this shifting from an external to an







internal focus
An external focus means focusing on others and believing
that they are the cause of his problems and distress.
Therefore they need to be managed/controlled in order for
him to be okay
An external focus leads to more blaming, anger, and
feelings of helplessness and powerlessness including a
“victim stance”
Much of the time anger is another feeling plus blame
Because of his external focus he often blame others for his
uncomfortable feelings which leads to a lot of anger
Anger is more of a symptom of this condition rather than a
cause of it
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External vs. internal focus
 An internal focus means focusing on himself and his







emotions, needs, and wants. It also means that he is
responsible for his well-being, not others
An internal focus means sitting with the uncomfortable
feelings he is experiencing rather than blaming others for
them. Because there is less blaming there is less anger.
There is also a natural sense of empowerment as he
connects with the true power he has which is over himself
rather than the limited power he truly has over others
The shift from external to internal leads to an automatic
de-escalation and centering which can be striking to
others, without even necessarily doing any conscious
“anger management”
This involves primary accountability
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Accountability
 “Standard” accountability
 Abuse is always the responsibility of the abuser
 He and he alone is responsible for his abuse
 There is no excuse/justification for his abuse
 Embraced by most, if not all, providers
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Accountability
 Primary accountability

 Not only their abuse, but ALL of their behavior is their

responsibility
 They are responsible for their emotions, needs, etc.
 They are not necessarily responsible for what happens
to them, but they are responsible for how they deal
with what happens to them
 They cannot control if it rains, but they can control if
they get wet
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Connect with himself
 He needs to practice self-compassion—to not only

acknowledge how he is feeling, but to do so with
loving kindness, without strong negative judgment
and mental self-abuse
 He needs to self-sooth—to be able to deescalate
himself and tolerate and manage his own distress
 He needs to practice better self-care, learning how to
take better care of himself without necessarily
expecting or needing others to do that for him
 He also needs to be assertive in asking for/advocating
for the things he wants and needs in appropriate ways

Regard the other
 He needs to be more relational—to value the state of







the relationship within any situation
He needs to seek to be empathic and compassionate
towards his loved ones
He needs to actively seek to consider and understand
the perspectives/wants/needs of those closest to him,
especially when they are different from him
“Sore losers” and “sore winners” are examples of not
being relational—they aren’t considering the other,
only themselves
“You can win the argument and lose the relationship”

Regard the other
 He needs to practice humility, reminding himself that

the world does not revolve around him, that his wants
and needs are no more (and no less) important than
anyone else’s

Humility
 Humility, a term rarely used in our culture, is acknowledging







the limitations of one’s power and relevance
It is remembering one’s smallness and powerlessness in the
world
It is realizing that you matter, but no more than anyone else
It is the counterpart to egotism/grandiosity
Humility and acceptance reinforce each other. The more we
practice one, the easier it is to practice the other
In acknowledging what we are powerless over (most things)
it allows us to more clearly see what we do have power over
(ourselves)
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Regard the other
 He needs to practice the Platinum Rule rather than the

Golden Rule

The Golden Rule
 The Golden Rule is treat other people the way you want to






be treated
Versions of The Golden Rule exist in many cultures
including in the Bible
The Golden Rule works well when interacting with
strangers and you don’t know much about them
The Golden Rule does not work well with people we are
close to, especially in acknowledging their differences
Example: Homer gives Marge a bowling ball for her
birthday because he likes to bowl even though she doesn’t
Example: Throwing her a surprise party which you love
even though she loves small gatherings
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The Platinum Rule
 The Platinum Rule is to treat other people the way they

want to be treated, not the way you want to be treated
 Two keys to practicing The Platinum Rule: listening
and speaking up
 Listening: you need to seek to understand who the
other is, particularly in ways they are different
 Speaking up: it is your responsibility to help the other
understand how you are different from them rather
than simply expecting them just to know
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Trust the relationship
 He needs to start with a working presumption that his







loved ones are on his side, they are his allies, they are
on the same team
He needs to presume that his partner is striving to
work with him and has goodwill towards him
He needs to be willing to give people close to him the
benefit of the doubt
He needs to presume any hurt they cause is not willful
Analogy: When you dance close with someone they’re
going to step on your toes at times. The pain is real,
caused by their foot, but it isn’t done on purpose

Seeing your partner as your ally
 This intervention is very simple: to have the men willfully






presume their partner is not against them unless they
have compelling information to the contrary . . .
Assume any hurt done is on accident, like a dance partner
stepping on your toes/bumping into you
“She’s on your side” (used as a mantra!)
Give her the benefit of the doubt
She’s on the same team
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Trust the relationship
 He needs to live in “Personal Power” (as defined by

Patricia Evans in her series of books on verbal abuse)
 He needs to look for the “win-win” and assume that all
can get what they want—which is true most of the
time (as opposed to giving in: lose-win; getting his
way: win-lose; or “compromising”: lose-lose)

Group structure
 Our groups meet for 2 hours/week and are divided

into three parts:
 Checking in

 Journal sharing/focusing on specific situations
 Didactics/education
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Group structure
 The group work has a strong grounding in the present day and in







the real world. Only a limited amount of time is spent focusing
on historical or hypothetical situations.
It involves a nuanced balance of structure/content and process
As much as possible the group members, themselves, ask the
questions and do the confronting, although this varies with the
functional level of the group
Less functional groups require more heavy involvement by
facilitators
The given agenda for the day is highly fluid, based on who is
present that night and what their particular needs are, which
means it’s often primarily determined on the fly, once the
facilitators enter the room and see who is present and what is on
the board
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Checking in
 Every week as group members come into the room

they complete the check-in board
 Time is spent discussing any responses of concern
 This is also a chance to do follow-up with specific
group members about issues or situations mentioned
previously as well as get updates
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Check-in board












Types of abuse committed
Number of controlling behaviors
Number of journals handing in
Book chapter
Alcohol and drug use (Y/N)
Contact with partner (Y/N)
Number of life changes
Self-care (1-10)
Emotional intensity (1-10)
Emotion
Asking for group time
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Journals
 The primary homework is completion of Journals

which are questionnaires that attendees complete are
present or past situations they are dealing with
 They are required to complete at least 50 journals in
order to complete the program
 The journals are a blend of anger journals, Duluth
Control Logs, and additional relevant questions
 The only other homework required are completed near
the end of their stay:
 Accountability Statement
 Continuing Accountability Plan (basically a relapse

prevention plan)
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Curriculum
 The curriculum includes about a year’s worth of

material that, as mentioned earlier, draws from a
variety of different sources
 While there are formal/distinct educational lessons,
most of the didactic material is covered by folding it
into the situations raised in the group
 A key way this is done is by tying any material
presented into one of the core group/program themes
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Core group themes
 The group themes boil down the larger curriculum to

key recurring concepts
 Any material presented by a group member or
discussed in the group has to be tied into at least one
of the themes (by either the group member or the
facilitator). If not, then it is not appropriate for the
group
 It is examining any issue or content raised through at
least one of these program lenses
 Think of it as “how do we approach or address this
through the Allies model?”

List of core group themes
 What is abusive and controlling?
 Accountability
 Assertiveness
 Beliefs
 Cognitive awareness
 Defense mechanisms
 Emotional awareness

 Emotional management

List of core group themes
 Gender socialization

 Humility
 Power over/personal power
 Being relational
 Skill sets/tool box
 Self-care
 Self-compassion

The Allies model
 In closing, the Allies model is an integrative in two

different ways. First, it integrates a variety of
theoretical and program concepts from a variety of
other curriculums and models. Second, it encourages
abusive partners to be more integrative with
themselves, others, and their relationships
 Providers are welcome to use any portions of this
curriculum, integrated into what they are already
doing or they can use the entire thing as a stand alone
curriculum

3 Day Training on the Allies in
Change model
 We offer a 3 day training on the Allies in Change model







every fall and spring in Portland, OR for $300
Next training is scheduled for: April 19-21, 2017
I have brochures available on the training
The Allies in Change group manual, which covers our
entire curriculum, can be purchased from me/us for
$50
We hope to publish a workbook for group members in
2018
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Contact information
Chris Huffine, Psy.D.
Allies in Change
1675 SW Marlow Ave, Suite 110
Portland, OR 97225
(503) 297-7979
www.alliesinchange.org
chuffine@pacifier.com

